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Switzerland-based Inasoft GmbH specializes in application development for industrial control in automation 
and the integration of PLC and robotic controllers with SQL databases. Inasoft recognized the need to 
replace its legacy protection and licensing technology to more fully monetize and strengthen security for its 
SQL4automation product investment. What the company discovered after implementing Sentinel, is that it 
would also help to reduce support costs and improve the customer experience.

CASE STUDY

Inasoft Relies on Gemalto Sentinel for
Secure Licensing of its SQL4automation
Software and to Reduce Support Costs

Background
Since 2007, Inasoft has developed and distributed ‘SQL4automation’, 
offering the best performance and most cost-effective software 
solution for direct connection of industrial control systems to 
SQL databases. The SQL4automation connector is a single 
software solution which is completely hardware independent 
– meaning that it is compatible and can be used with all major 
PLC and robot controllers, regardless of manufacturer.  

Challenges 
Previously, the Inasoft SQL4automation connector was 
protected by a separate licensing system which only 
supported soft key license enablement and enforcement 
and Inasoft realized that it was not particularly secure. The 
company was about to release a completely new programmed 
version of the SQL4automation connector software and 
required that it be more securely protected. 
The company’s legacy soft key licensing solution required a 
time-intensive license renewal effort in cases of hard disk 
failure or preventative disk replacements. This process 
required support time and resources and didn’t offer a very 
good customer experience. 

Inasoft also found support costs escalating because many 
of its customers licensing issues required Inasoft staff to 
travel to customer sites in order to troubleshoot and resolve 
problems.  Inasoft wanted the ability to address licensing 
issues remotely via the internet instead of traveling to the 
customer site.  

Challenge
> Aging protection & licensing technology
> Security risks limited return on investment
> Escalating customer support costs 

Solution
> Sentinel LDK with Sentinel EMS
> Sentinel HL and Sentinel SL 

Results
> Quick implementation
> Improved security for maximized ROI
> Licensing flexibility for better response to market needs
> Ability to provide remote support reduced operational costs &  
 improved customer experience




